Ultrastructure and surface topography of aggregates of human limb mesenchymal cells (HLM15) in vitro.
Tissue-like aggregates of human embryo fibroblasts can be created in vitro by limited aspiration of cells released from substrate during subcultivation. Aggregates increase in size, exhibit intercellular junctions, display a surface topography characteristic of cellular movement, elaborate an extracellular matrix and possess features of cellular death and phagocytosis. These cells, when introduced to a new culture environment, do not migrate away from one another as is common when a primary culture is started from tissue fragments. Instead, cells exhibit continued contact with each other, and develop complex junctional structures during that association. Cellular aggregates generated in this manner may provide a useful system for providing further information on cellular adhesion, intercellular communication, morphogenetic cell movements and the mechanisms of cell death.